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Arizona Accounting Firm Monheit
Zongolowicz Frisch Joins CPAsNet
Monheit Zongolowicz Frisch, CPAs PLC a public accounting �rm with o�ces in
Surprise and Scottsdale, Arizona, has been selected to join CPAsNET, a prestigious
network of exceptional accounting �rms. Fewer than 30 �rms in the nation have the
...
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Monheit Zongolowicz Frisch, CPAs PLC a public accounting �rm with of�ces in
Surprise and Scottsdale, Arizona, has been selected to join CPAsNET,
a prestigious network of exceptional accounting �rms.  Fewer than 30 �rms in the
nation have the opportunity to be invited to join this elite organization.

CPAsNET is a leading consortium of independent accounting �rms that represent
more than 100 partners, 300 professional associates and 500 employees. CPAsNET’s
global reach represents more than 120 �rms in 93 countries all over the world.
Member �rms have pooled their resources to provide their clients with the local,
national and international prospective needed to prosper in challenging markets
and times.

Monheit Zongolowicz Frisch, CPAs PLC was selected based on a number of criteria,
including the expertise and business acumen they provide to their clients in the
Greater Phoenix, Arizona community. Through their membership in CPASNET, they
are able to provide their clients with the multitude of resources available only from
the Nation’s largest accounting and business consulting.

“Monheit Zongolowicz Frisch, CPAs PLC is committed to offering innovative
business solutions and accounting guidance at an exceptional value. Learning what
other successful �rms are doing will enhance our ability to succeed,” explains David
Monheit, a partner at MZF CPAs, on why they chose to join CPAsNET. “We are
looking forward to being a member.” 
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